Gemini Sensa TM
Type of product
Video slot machine
Overview
After the success of classic hi-end dual monitor GEMINI line
Casino Technology offers new development of the product,
featuring range of innovative improvements, which ensure
better visual presentation, accessibility and multi-functional
user-friendly environment, consistent with natural
ergonomics.
The new development keeps the essential ‘musts’ of
GEMINI series, including easy serviceability and
maintenance, along with player comfort and ergonomics,
but GEMINI SENSA also makes a huge jump ahead in
player entertainment and enhanced user features.
The most important new feature is the innovative keyboard
technology, introduced for the first time in the gaming
industry. The ‘Crystal touch’ sensor buttons reduce the
number of the classic push buttons changing the keyboard
layout in order to ensure instant player control and userfriendly intuitive play.
A 3rd auxiliary 15’’ monitor, which is positioned right in the
middle of the keyboard layout provides a real-time
entertainment broadcast allowing the player to enjoy the
game and to receive enhanced sensations during the play.
Nevermind if he uses the auto play function or not the player
is always able to watch a TV-program, or enjoy multimedia presentation or follow the jackpot levels
or the sports results on the small monitor, positioned right in front of him.
Additional ergonomic improvements like panorama LCD displays provide better viewing area for
greater visual impact; an improved stereo sound system focuses the sound towards the player,
limiting the accidental noise interference to adjacent automats.
Elegant and stylish, the new cabinet keeps the feel of the classic GEMINI but improved with more
exquisite lines, beautiful appearance, and light construction. Although fitted with more devices and
improvements, thanks to the smart engineering solutions GEMINI SENSA takes less space on the
casino floor, standing out among the other slots and bringing magnificent, luxurious appearance of
any type of casino premises.
About Casino Technology Corporation:
Founded in 1999, Casino Technology is a global provider of gaming solutions for casinos and slot arcades. Their products
range include: Video Slot Machines, Automatic Roulette Systems, Jackpot Systems, Casino Management Solutions, as well
as Interior and Exterior Decoration and Themed Accessories.
Casino Technology brand stands for high performance, innovation, quality and reliable customer service. Casino
Technology products and services are available in more than 50 countries around the globe.
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